THE POWER + BENEFITS OF DETECTO’S SONAR HEIGHT MEASUREMENT

The new sonar digital height sensor, included with DETECTO’s model APEX-SH and ICON scales, is unique in the clinical industry and extremely reliable for accurate, repeatable height measurement, saving time for your day-to-day operations and hygienic, no-touch cleanliness for infection control.

**TIME:**
When your patient stands on the APEX-SH or ICON, you are provided with height and weight readouts instantaneously. There is no height rod spoon to position on the top of the patient’s head and no keys to touch!

**ACCURACY:**
The sonar height rod provides accurate readings in 0.2-inch increments. Additionally, the icon® offers up to 1,000-lb capacity readings for bariatric weighing.

**HYGIENE:**
With the APEX-SH and ICON models, you don’t need to touch a single key when measuring, simply stand on the platform and your readout appears within a second! Hands-free weight and height detection aids in infection control and limiting the spread of bacteria and microbes.

Just when you thought your scale solution was in place, DETECTO now offers the ability to manage patient information even better by saving time… providing higher accuracy… and facilitating a much cleaner method of patient measurement.

**EVERYONE IS A CUSTOMER**
Already have scales in your clinical facility? They probably don’t have sonar height rods, so now is the time to consider upgrading your patient measurement to the APEX-SH and ICON for these labor-saving and infection control benefits.